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Toby Rogers - FDA Abandons Science on Covid Shots

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In a rather shocking turn of events, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration sneaked in a “Future

Framework”  scheme that will allow P@zer and Moderna to reformulate and release updated COVID

shots without conducting any additional human clinical trials, other than what’s already been

done.

FDA Rewrites the Rules on the Fly

A vote on the Framework was scheduled to be taken June 28, 2022, by the FDA’s Vaccines and

Related Biological Products Advisory Committee (VRBPAC), but while the VRBPAC approved (19-2)

a bivalent COVID shot for fall 2022,  the expected voting on the Framework, speci@cally, didn’t seem

to take place — only it DID.

As it turns out, we’ve been bamboozled yet again by an agency that keeps rewriting the rules on the

Wy. Toby Rogers, Ph.D. — a political economist whose research focus is on regulatory capture and

Big Pharma corruption  — explains how they sneaked this one by us:

“Yesterday [June 28], the FDA’s Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory

Committee approved a bivalent COVID-19 shot with the Wuhan strain and the Omicron

variant ...

At the meeting, the manufacturers (Moderna, PQzer, and Novavax) were asked what their

production timelines are… and they said out loud, ‘So long as we don’t have to provide any

clinical data, we’ll have them ready by fall.’ No one had a problem with that ...

Wait, hold up, I thought the FDA was voting on the Future Framework yesterday? The policy

question was whether reformulated COVID-19 shots would be treated as new molecular

entities (which they are) in which case they should be subject to formal review or whether

reformulated shots would be treated as ‘biologically similar’ to existing Covid-19 shots and

be allowed to skip clinical trials altogether.

Apparently the FDA did not have the votes to just pass this as a policy question. If you ask

anyone whether reformulated mRNA represents a new molecular entity, well of course it is,

so that would require formal regulatory review.

What the FDA did instead was to smuggle the policy question in disguised as a vote about

reformulated ‘boosters’ for the fall.

In essence, the FDA just started doing the Future Framework (picking variants willy nilly,

skipping clinical trials) and essentially dared the committee members to turn down a

booster dose — knowing that all of the VRBPAC members are hand-picked because they’ve

never met a vaccine they did not like.

So of course only two people on the committee had the courage to turn down a booster

dose — even though it was based on this preposterous process (that was never formally

adopted) where there was literally no data at all ... By stealth, the FDA replaced a system

based on evidence with a system based entirely on belief.”

Worst Idea in the History of Public Health

A decision to release reformulated mRNA shots without additional clinical trials is the worst

development yet, by far, and has the power to radically change medical science moving forward.

Not only will completely untested COVID injections be churned out, but this “framework” may also,

over time, be widened to include other vaccines and drugs that drug makers may want to tinker

with. Heck, it could even lower standards for drug trials in general, which historically have required

at least 10 years of multi-phase testing.

In a May 31, 2022, Substack article, Rogers explained the origin and purpose of this incredibly

dangerous proposal:

“PQzer and Moderna have a problem — their mRNA COVID-19 shots do not stop infection,

transmission, hospitalization, nor death from the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Everyone knows this ...

PQzer and Moderna are making about $50 billion a year on these shots and they want that

to continue.

So they need to reformulate the shots. Maybe target a new variant, maybe change some of

the ingredients — who knows, these shots don’t work so it’s not clear what it will take to get

them to work. This is a problem because reformulated shots mean new clinical trials and

new regulatory review by the FDA.

There is a decent chance that any reformulated shot might fail a new clinical trial and the

public is deeply skeptical of these shots so the scrutiny would be intense.

So PQzer and Moderna have Qgured out a way to use regulatory capture to get their

reformulated COVID-19 shots approved WITHOUT further clinical trials. Their scheme is

called the ‘Future Framework’ ... The purpose of the ‘Future Framework’ is to rig the COVID-

19 vaccine regulatory process in perpetuity in favor of the pharmaceutical industry.

If this ‘Future Framework’ is approved all future COVID-19 shots, regardless of the

formulation, will automatically be deemed ‘safe and effective’ without additional clinical

trials because they are considered ‘biologically similar’ to existing shots.

This is literally the worst idea in the history of public health. If you change a single

molecule of mRNA in these shots it will change health outcomes in ways that no one can

anticipate. That necessarily requires new clinical trials — which is what the FDA is

proposing to skip ...

The FDA authorized COVID-19 shots for kids on June 14 and 15. So if the FDA approves the

‘Future Framework’ on June 28th, the shots that will be given to kids (and Americans of all

ages) in the fall will be the reformulated shots that skipped clinical trials.”

SARS-CoV-2 Is a Horrible Vaccine Candidate, and They Know It

Before we continue, let’s review one important factor that tends to get lost. As explained by

Rogers,  “Viruses that evolve rapidly are bad candidates for a vaccine,” for the simple reason that

they mutate faster than vaccine development can keep up with.

This is why we don’t have a vaccine against the common cold. It’s’ also why all previous attempts to

develop a coronavirus vaccine failed. Those studies never made it past animal trials. The vaccines

caused antibody-dependent enhancement, making the animals sicker than normal when exposed to

the virus.

Most people are unaware that SARS-CoV-2 mutates at a rate that is two to 10 times faster than the

inWuenza virus,  and these mutations can considerably reduce vaccine effectiveness. Indeed,

we’ve seen this both with the seasonal Wu vaccine and the COVID shots. When you vaccinate

against a rapidly mutating virus you also run the risk of pressuring it into a more virulent and/or

vaccine-resistant form. As noted by Rogers:

“The FDA’s ‘expert advisory committee’ (VRBPAC) met on April 6, 2022 to discuss the

‘Future Framework’ for the Qrst time. All of the committee members agreed that COVID-19

shots are not working, that boosting multiple times a year was not feasible, and that the

shots need to be reformulated.

They also unanimously agreed that there are no ‘correlates of protection’ that one can use

to predict what antibody levels would be suhcient to prevent SARS-CoV-2 infection.”

By now, the VRBPAC must know that the only way forward, really, is to withdraw the COVID shots

and focus on therapeutics. But they’re not doing that. Instead, they’re doubling down on a failed

strategy. On top of that, they’re making the situation even worse by foregoing clinical trials. There’s

no doubt in my mind that this will pose grave risks to public health. I agree with Rogers, who said:

“Think about it. The more mRNA you put into a shot, the higher the adverse event rate (as

the genetically modiQed mRNA hijacks the cell and starts cranking out spike proteins). So

if PQzer and Moderna put more mRNA into these shots (in order to cover multiple variants)

adverse event rates will skyrocket.

But if PQzer and Moderna put less mRNA per variant into a shot (in order to keep the total

amount of mRNA at 100 mcg for Moderna and 30 mcg for PQzer) then the effectiveness

against any one particular variant will be reduced. The Future Framework is 100%

guaranteed to fail.”

They’re Fudging Effectiveness Too

The FDA also insists that, due to time constraints, evaluation of effectiveness must rely on

“measures other than actual health outcomes.”  In other words, whether the shots actually lower

your risk of severe illness, hospitalization and death will have no bearing.

The only measure that will be taken into account is whether or not the jab triggers a rise in antibody

levels, which has never been proven to offer signi@cant protection. This also means that as long as

antibody levels are through the roof, the death rate could be through the roof too, and the jabs will

still be used, because that’s not part of the equation.

The focus on antibody levels to the exclusion of everything else may actually be back@ring. Data

from Moderna’s trial suggest the shot actually makes you more prone to repeat infections due to

the inhibition of antibodies against a particular portion of the virus.

A preprint study  posted on medRxiv April 19, 2022, found adult participants in Moderna’s trial

who got the real injection, and later got a breakthrough infection, did not generate antibodies

against the nucleocapsid — a key component of the virus — as frequently as did those in the

placebo arm.

Placebo recipients produced anti-nucleocapsid antibodies twice as often as those who got the

Moderna shot, and their anti-nucleocapsid response was larger regardless of the viral load. As a

result of their inhibited antibody response, those who got the jab may be more prone to repeated

COVID infections.

These @ndings are further corroborated by data from the U.K. Health Security Agency. It publishes

weekly COVID-19 vaccine surveillance data, including anti-nucleocapsid antibody levels. The

report  for Week 13, issued March 31, 2022, shows that COVID-jabbed individuals with

breakthrough infections indeed have lower levels of these antibodies.

“ There is a whole lot we do not know about this
virus, these shots, and the interaction between
them. So, allowing the vaccine makers to
reformulate the shots without clinical trials is a
recipe for disaster.”

For clarity, antibodies thought to offer protection against COVID are the antibodies against the

spike protein and the receptor binding domain (RBD).  But this study suggests antibodies against

other parts of the virus may play an equally important role, and at least one of them is being

inhibited rather than boosted, resulting in a situation where you can get reinfected time and again.

The moral of the story here is that there is a whole lot we do not know about this virus, these shots,

and the interaction between them. So, allowing the vaccine makers to reformulate the shots

without clinical trials is a recipe for disaster.

Vaccine Trials Are Routinely Rigged

Over the years, we’ve seen plenty of examples of how vaccine trials are being rigged, and what the

FDA is now proposing is really just an extreme expansion and formalization of that rigging. For

example, in 2017, an eight-month investigation by Slate magazine  revealed that HPV vaccine trials

“weren’t designed to properly assess safety.”

In an internal report about Gardasil 9, obtained through a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)

request, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) had actually called attention to some of these

problems, saying Merck’s approach was “unconventional and suboptimal” and that it left

“uncertainty” about Gardasil’s safety. Yet nothing was done about it.

Then, in 2020, Dr. Peter Gøtzsche — a Danish physician-researcher, professor and cofounder of the

Cochrane Collaboration and the Nordic Cochrane Centre — and two colleagues published a review

and meta-analysis  of the data from 24 HPV vaccine trials. Slate magazine reported those @ndings

as well.

Again, the conclusion was that HPV trials had put safety on the back burner by failing to conduct

proper safety testing. Still, to quote Slate magazine, “The @ndings don’t affect ohcial

recommendations to get vaccinated.” According to Gøtzsche and his coauthors:

“We judged all 24 studies to be at high risk of bias. Serious harms were incompletely

reported for 72% of participants (68,610/95,670). Nearly all control participants received

active comparators (48,289/48,595, 99%). No clinical study report included complete case

report forms ...

At 4 years follow-up, the HPV vaccines decreased HPV-related cancer precursors and

treatment procedures but increased serious nervous system disorders (exploratory

analysis) and general harms.

As the included trials were primarily designed to assess beneQts and were not adequately

designed to assess harms, the extent to which the HPV vaccines’ beneQts outweigh their

harms is unclear.”

Not recording injuries, or recording them improperly (such as listing an injury as a preexisting

condition, for example), is a common tactic used to fudge results and make a vaccine appear safer

than it is. Another common strategy is to exclude any parameter that turns out to be problematic,

and that includes participants who are injured.

Because this is such a common trick, the fact that 3,000 of the 4,526 children (aged 6 months

through 4 years) enrolled in P@zer’s pediatric COVID trial were excluded is a huge red Wag.  Even

more suspicious is the fact that P@zer doesn’t explain why two-thirds of the children were dropped.

World Health Organization Is Behind Idea to Toss Safety

The FDA did not invent the “Future Framework” idea all by itself, however. According to Rogers, the

World Health Organization and other predictable names are the real masterminds:

“I did not understand until ... I started to write this article, that this entire ‘Future

Framework’ is actually coming from the WHO. The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation is the

biggest voluntary contributor to the WHO. So Gates is likely directing the play.

Gates requires that WHO use the McKinsey consulting Qrm so this is probably a McKinsey

operation (and McKinsey also works for Pharma so this is a huge conpict of interest). As

Naomi Wolf points out, the involvement of the WHO also raises troubling questions about

the inpuence of the Chinese Communist Party over this process.

As far back as January, the WHO/Gates/McKinsey junta realized that these shots were

terrible and so they decided to use that as an opportunity to seize even more power and

control.

The WHO set up a Technical Advisory Group on COVID-19 Vaccine Composition (TAG-CO-

VAC) to implement these Orwellian ‘Future Frameworks’ across the developed world to

lower manufacturing costs for Pharma and avoid bothersome health data that might hurt

proQts. All the messaging we have seen from the FDA and leaked to the press was initially

developed and released by TAG-CO-VAC.”

We Must Reject All Future mRNA Shots

This COVID debacle — from its fraudulent PCR test beginnings, to these devastatingly dangerous

COVID shots and the intentional negligence by vaccine makers and health authorities — is the most

shocking example of a criminal enterprise I’ve ever seen. Nothing else even comes close.

And the proverbial cherry on top that proves none of it is accidental or caused by ignorance is this

sneaky and underhanded erasure of the requirement of clinical trials for all future COVID shots in

the name of expedience. COVID-19 is not a death sentence — far from it. So, there’s no need for

expedience. And since there’s no need for expedience, there’s also no need to accept collateral

damage in the form of COVID jab-related injuries and deaths.

So, why are they doing this? That’s the million-dollar question, and the most obvious answers are all

disturbing in the extreme. At best, they don’t care how many people, including children, suffer and

die. At worst, the intention is to dramatically reduce the population through adverse effects on

fertility, reduction of life span and near-term death.

To save ourselves, indeed, to save mankind, we must reject all mRNA shots, present and future. And

not just the COVID shots but also any others that are in the pipeline, because if they’re willing to

skip the most basic of safety protocols once, you can be sure they’ll do it again.

Skimping on safety assessment has been the secret norm for decades, and now they’re attempting

to formalize that process using stealth and subversion. The initial COVID shots haven’t even

completed their trials yet, and they want you to believe those incomplete trials are suhcient to

“prove” all future reformulations are “safe and effective” too!

We’ve also seen how the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention came out saying they’ve

seen no safety signals in the data, only to later discover that the reason they didn’t @nd any was

because they never actually looked.

It’s nothing short of insanity, and over the past two years, government agencies have proven they

are not going to put a stop to the madness. No, they’re going to take this experiment as far as it’ll

go, and that means, until people everywhere say “No more,” and leave all their stockpiles to rot.

There’s Help if You’ve Taken the Jab

In closing, if you’ve already taken one or more COVID jabs and now regret it, @rst, the most

important step you can take is to not take any more shots, and that includes conventional vaccines

and any other mRNA or gene-based injections as well.

Next, if you suspect your health may have been impacted, check out the Frontline COVID-19 Critical

Care Alliance’s (FLCCC) post-vaccine treatment protocol, I-RECOVER,  which you can download

from covid19criticalcare.com in several different languages.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,792 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Just got a note from University of Florida "VIP for Healthy Communities"..."Vaccinate. Immunize. Protect."...."for those interested in

learning more about adult vaccines"  (since only 41% of this county are vaxxxed)..."Vaccines are a safe and effective way of protecting

people against harmful disease.." (lie)..."Immunity is the result of vaccination when your body has made antibodies to @ght a new virus or

other germ." (lie) "Immunity can keep you from getting severely ill or can stop the virus from spreading which can protect the whole

community" ( lie lie)..........Universities are like TV networks, NPR, PBS, politicians and public health agencies; They all got funded by

pharma. That's where kids get in-doctor-inated..That's who vouches for "The Science."..Colleges are an arm of the dictatorship ..the

corrupt institution we are supposed to call our "Alma Mater." In charge of all "truth" for generations. They spent lots of money to remind us

how full of crap they are.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/8/2022 6:36:08 AM
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rrealrose
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Florida? Land of Waiting for God? BIG LIE is that vaccines even work as advertised in older people. Well-known that many have

various immune sinescent cells. Over the years, the frail have died soon after receiving these so-called protective shots, yes? So

the entire 'ADULT VAXX PUSH" IS the surfacing of a long-standing, pharma pro@t-based desire for increasing their market size,

expanding out from childhood schedule. This reWects no health or safety concepts whatsoever, yet on Dr Fauci's development

agenda for at least the past 20 years. What a joker.
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rrealrose, I have a friend who lost two friends to the booster! I know of someone else who went into a three month coma post-vax

and had to learn to walk again thereafter! Safe, effective? Oh my. Forbiddenhealing thank you for speaking out, and even the NY

Post has written that the vax's do not reduce spread of disease (old news)

nypost.com/2020/11/24/moderna-boss-says-covid-shot-not-proven-to-stop-..  What gives? People really believe in their lies when

they are just plain *convenient*. It's like a drug, a way to hide away from reality. Guess what, this doesn't work, in fact it only

enables the rise of the harmful dynamics. How long must people wait until they "hit bottom", and what will that take until they

@nally wake up? Will it be too late once they do? Sheesh. Time for a reality check, mainstream thinkers!
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Dear Forbiddenhealing. My son is taking a required university psych class this summer. He sent me a screen shot of the lecture. I

would post the picture but there are identi@able objects in the picture. Titled “bad science and retraction” .... “the vaccine autism

myth”....essentially saying autism vaccine connection has been retracted. He immediately identi@ed it as propaganda. The

students in class had trouble completing a simple assignment attributed to comprehension of how to formulate a hypothesis. The

students told him he is way further ahead than they are.... that was taught in middle school. Albeit, private paid for Christian

education. These students probably will believe what is taught.

Comprehension skills limited. They let him do all of the “group work”. I see it as a public service as he was teaching them as they

sat there and observed. He understood as we had to pay privately for speech therapy from damage from Vaccine. My son was

vaxxed injured and we stopped. No shots in about 20 years. He is lucky he recovered to the extent he has. It took a lot of work.

Good osteopath that I believe is friends with Dr. Mercola. I was brainwashed in RN school many years ago. I always sensed

something wasn’t right. My punishment for my brainwash is gadolinium deposition from MRI’s. It is not fun.
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pecanroll...As my and other local kids went through nursing/med/residencies @UF...they related stuff they were taught...and I had

to set em straight on obvious bullshit premises and wrong details, etiologies, drug treatments, etc....I've watched their

pronouncements for years and state agencies/health depts fall in line..I've watched relevant studies dismissed, health and

environment decline under their phony authority to the point I hate to go to G'ville since it is so full of overeducated idiots, proud of

their certainty in which they are programmed. First yr freshmen required class is "Institutions" when corrupt institutions like UF

obscure reality and science to the point of absurdity, yet they avoid all criticism and all is forgotten when rah rah football season

comes...Their graduation ceremonies resemble Vatican services...and the whole town depends on their fraudulent economy. IOW;

They suck!
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forb - Amen brother! Can I borrow "in-doctor-inated"? rose - Eugenics 101. mirnadola - I don't know anyone who died of covid but I

know 6 who died of the jabs. pecanroll - Your so right, jabs are the primary cause of the dumbing down of America. All of my

younger friends have poor abilities to focus and concentrate and their memories are terrible. I got 4 vaxxes in the '50's, they got 72.
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Deplorable, Randall, and it goes on and on and on, ad in@nitum, and the people queue like sheep to the slaughter.
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My-oh-my, look at what leaked out of the WSJ yesterday (of all places): Yup, an opinion piece: "Biden and Fauci Botched the Covid

Pandemic Response Instead of protecting the vulnerable, they bet too heavily on vaccines to achieve herd immunity." - -

www.wsj.com/articles/biden-fauci-botched-the-covid-response-infection-..  - - 2000 comments follow!
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Forbiddenhealing, thank you for your response re "over-educated idiots" well said. Sometimes our "Wisdom" does indeed become

our folly. How did it ever become accepted, let alone mainstream, that harsh chemicals bene@t in any way? What about metals and
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How Vaccine Trials Routinely Rig the Results
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has adopted a “Future Framework” scheme that will allow P@zer and Moderna to reformulate and

release updated COVID shots without conducting any additional clinical trials

)

This Framework will allow completely untested, reformulated COVID injections to be churned out; the elimination of clinical trial

requirements may also, over time, be expanded to other vaccines and drugs

)

The “Future Framework” will almost certainly guarantee that future COVID shots be less effective and/or more dangerous, because adding

more mRNA (to cover more variants) will result in higher adverse event rates, and less mRNA per variant will lower the effectiveness

)

Over the years, we’ve seen plenty of examples of how vaccine trials are being rigged, and that the “Future Framework” is an extreme

expansion and formalization of that rigging

)

Not recording injuries, or recording them improperly, are a common tactic used to fudge results and make a vaccine appear safer than it is.

Another common strategy is to exclude any parameter that turns out to be problematic, and that includes participants who are injured.

Because this is such a common trick, the fact that 3,000 of the 4,526 children (aged 6 months through 4 years) enrolled in P@zer’s pediatric

COVID trial were excluded is a huge red Wag

)
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our folly. How did it ever become accepted, let alone mainstream, that harsh chemicals bene@t in any way? What about metals and

other toxicants? This is called medicine and prevention?? I can't fathom this. It's blind trust and non-thinking which, based on

over-education, is actual Stupidity. No insult intended, only pure fact. It really and honestly is time for people to think critically.

Lack thereof can kill, and obviously is doing so ongoing.Krofter, wow, how sad! So sorry indeed to hear this. Tragic! This must

never be allowed, awful, even heinous.
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Indeed, all lies. Virology is a fake scienti@c discipline, which alleges to detect and "isolate" viruses, but cannot ever, because its

procedures are a sloppy mess, of fake science, including variable pollution, and outrageous cherry-picking and fabrication;

therefore nothing real is ever isolated, therefore the alleged antigen, and thus the disease tests, are all fake. Vaccine trials are

using all this fake stuff must all be rigged it they show any alleged results of effectiveness, beyond noise or placebo effect.

All modern vaccine contain toxic adjuvants, by design, so all properly run vaccine trails would probably produce results indicating

worse health for the vaccinated compared with the control group i.e. all fail, and no effect upon the alleged virus! Compensation

for vaccine injury should be compulsory for everyone ever duped, told to, forced into ever accepting an injection of any vaccine,

and all the vaccine producers should be prosecuted as criminal organisations, who knowingly fraudulent sold toxic drugs as

alleged preventers of alleged diseases.
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Stand for Health Freedom (SHF): A) In an email dated 7-7-22, SHF wrote: "Since the launch of the SHF action to support HR 419, (No

Taxpayer Funding for the WHO Act) there have been 45 new cosponsors! Two senators, as well as House members of the Freedom

Caucus, sent letters to the White House insisting the U.S. reform their relationship with the WHO or pull out altogether." B) The FDA's

policy of shots @rst, questions later, does not allow for informed consent. SHF argued that the requirement for informed consent does

NOT go away when there is a pandemic. standforhealthfreedom.com/.../public-comment  C) go to their website to see who to vote for

who stands for health freedom. www.standforhealthfreedom.com  I do not work for SHF nor do I volunteer for them. There is hope!
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Wow! It's so great to see people @ghting - not that we'd hear about it through censored MSM... those who believe in the shot want

no one to hear any opposition! Or statistics!
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Dropping support for the WHO was one of the best things Trump did. Reinstating it was one of the worst things Biden did. And yes

our constitutional rights remain in place at all times. They do not go away because some bureaucrat says there is an emergency.
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It is not going to matter one iota what new bills or laws are proposed to rein in the FDA because the FDA is the puppet of Big

Pharma and all logic and honesty and integrity has been thrown out the door. Public health is now not just a discussion point or

government responsible policy. Public health is now a medical criminal conspiracy of the U.S. government that has declared open

biological warfare upon the U.S. population. It belongs to the Deep State as it's totalitarian agenda.

The Deep State operates in the backrooms of a corrupt shadow government as the Administrative State which does not follow the

U.S. Constitution, or laws, and reports to it's own criminal leadership. It does not report to the Legislative Branch of government ,

the only branch even remotely bene@cial to the public. The Executive and Judicial Branches have both usurped the Legislative

Branch which itself has been totally corrupted since the last 1800's. If you believe the United States of America is still a freedom

guaranteeing country of government of the people, by the people,for the people, you are delusional. We see the evidence of it not

being so more and more every day.
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Lovestosing yes, isn't it heartening and hope producing? KRofter, we agree! I never liked Trump on account of his biased racism

and hateful over-reaches with various cross sectors, but otherwise I agree with everything else you said. Maxxon understanding

your concern, I again reiterate that if We the People hold the boundaries , then ohcials might behave better. Bullies run roughshod

over people without boundaries. I have actually seen it, powers that be have stood down when the law was invoked. Our silence

and passivity are our complicity, intentional or not, and enable the rise of absolute power. All best wishes, and looking forward to

reading more responses from everybody who wishes to weigh in! Appreciation and have a great day! :-)
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Exactly. My pharmacist friend said one of the @rst things they learned was how to read the safety studies and look for the A point. (I hope

I'm remembering that right). She said it hasn't happened yet so she's not taking the shot. (this was back in 2020, she still hasn't). I went to

my retired pharma scientist who has access to the portals, and he said the same thing - speci@cally, "THE FDA SHOULD HAVE NEVER

APPROVED THIS." The entire globe has been bullied to take a vaccine that neither stops the spread nor protects anyone.

How do we know this? Well, for me, I got the stupid thing twice removed. Meaning a vaxed person gave it to a vaxed person gave it to me.

There was NO difference in the version or the duration. So how does that protect an immunocompromised person? I'm just wondering.

Because they sure as hell had to know it only helped with the mild version, look at all the vaxed in the hospitals or who have died. How did

it help with the mild version? Can't answer that.

What a shame that the people we should have been able to trust are so totally trustworthy. ***In other news, I was looking at these drama

circles again. I think this connects to mass psychosis. In drama circles there's a circle named "reason" & one named "emotion," and where

they meet in the middle is "the wise person." So people saw the news and their emotions said, "I may not survive this if I get it." Black and

white thinkers are now being pumped full of examples and reasons why they must get the shot to survive.

The 24/7 news gives proof of people dying. The emotion side is convinced. The 'reason" side is @lled with main stream media examples.

For us outcome driven overthinkers - we saw something different. We already know vaccines are a dicey experiment that doesn't always

succeed. So how will this be different? We already knew from the get-go this was doomed to failure. MSM knew they had to keep

pumping info and then Biden cut it off when the vax'd were admitted/dying. Jeez
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We need to remove 600 million people off the planet. The earth cannot support so many. So we use this mRNA therapy to erase

people Bill Gates lecture comment
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dad5 and all: The Ga Guidestones teaching Gates' philos of population control is gone. Story here:

www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/georgia-guidestones-long-treasured-and-..
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So, just who owns the land and the Stones???
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I said back in March 2020 that the reason for using mRNA for the coronavirus vaccine because it supposedly had a lower risk of ADE and

they could make changes/tweaks to the vaccine as the virus mutates. That was made public during an interview with one of P@zer's

executives. I watched it on TV. That was the main attraction of the mRNA jabs. It means a never ending vaccination regimen. It means a

never ending money making machine for Big Pharma. Their goal, from the beginning, was to be able to make changes to the mRNA jabs

to keep up with the variants. Now read between the lines. We know the Flu shots increase the risks of catching a coronavirus (cold) by

36%.

The Department of Defense conducted that study in 2018 (I wonder why???). Then there's the rules of virology and immunology that was

broken where you NEVER vaccinate in the middle of a pandemic because it causes VARIANTS! You are guaranteed to produce more

variants the more you vaccinate. Combine all of that with a vaccine that's not even a vaccine. It is Gene Therapy. This, so called, vaccine

does NOT neutralize/sterilize the virus. It supposedly reduces the level of the infection, but you still get infected and you still spread the

disease which makes it even more prone to MUTATING! There's not a single aspect of this that isn't fraudulent.
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Important 2 paragraphs from the above article: "preprint study15,16 posted on medRxiv April 19, 2022, found adult participants in

Moderna’s trial who got the real injection, and later got a breakthrough infection, did not generate antibodies against the

nucleocapsid — a key component of the virus — as frequently as did those in the placebo arm.  Placebo recipients produced

anti-nucleocapsid antibodies twice as often as those who got the Moderna shot, and their anti-nucleocapsid response was larger

regardless of the viral load. As a result of their inhibited antibody response, those who got the jab may be more prone to repeated

COVID infections."
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Wait a min jamnjim...I thought it was still "2 weeks to Watten the curve". Still remember people saying oh if we can just get thru the

next few weeks it will pass quickly. The sheep bought it hook line and sinker and still are. The false HOPE and lack of critical

thought is astounding
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Yeah Brodie! The whole lockdown thing DEFIED science! They even closed the beaches. Anyone with half a brain knows you have a

better chance of being struck by lightening than catching a virus on the beach. That should have been the RED FLAG that everyone

on the planet saw and called BS on the entire scam. Then they are going to tell people that work in commercial buildings that have

fresh air make-up systems for the HVAC and tell them to work from home where you breathe in the same old

recirculated/stale/contaminated air all day. Fauci, Birx, Collins, and the rest of the medical cartel knew this.

They purposely made the pandemic worse. Now they make you get a shot that has a 100% effectiveness rate of MAKING YOU

SICK! According to the "experts", I still have not caught it. Just do the opposite of what they suggest and you won't get sick. I told

my mother exactly that back around March 2020. I straight up told her I will not follow their rules. I will not wear a mask, I will not

social distance, and I will not be vaccinated. She couldn't understand why. Once a sheeple, always a sheeple.
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Dr. Robert Malone disputes every single claim the medical establishment, the U.S. Government (aka, FDA, CDC, NIHI) , the MSM,

the WHO about the alleged Covin-19 @asco. Covid-19 has still never been scienti@cally isolated so it IS NOT A REAL VIRUS. What IS

affecting people is a gain-in-function manipulated SARS-Cov-2 virus by Fauci and his cohorts in China. They used lies and fear

mongering and "public health emergency" blatant misinformation to do something they had been working on since the mid 1970's;

population control using mass global vaccination. Dig back several decades and you will @nd this information because there is so

much out there they can't even know how to hide it all. Who would have thought that mankind could be brought to an end by a few

evil politicians and billionaires. That is exactly where we are headed today. What has been released onto the public cannot to

un-released.
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This may all be "News" for those who have trouble keeping up...I've already posted this info, many times. For the record; those shots are

"working" EXACTLY as intended! The fact that the majority of the population is still believing in the Covid Hoax, doesn't bode well for

'humanity'; which I suppose, is of no consequence, because if these evil minions get their way; there will be no more humanity! I recently

read, in the local publication of lies, that even though "there have been no Wu outbreaks since 2019", we will be offered the "Universal Flu

Vaccine" this fall...the same one that I told you was a failed attempt in 2009...this year - SUCCESS!

-- "When you vaccinate against a rapidly mutating virus you also run the risk of pressuring it into a more virulent and/or vaccine-resistant

form." Covid is not mutating! There is no covid to mutate! It's the SYNTHETIC SPIKE PROTEIN that's mutating. Any sickness and death

that humanity is facing, is coming exclusively from the nanobot shots! I think I've read enough...let me know when this saga turns into

something good for humanity. I won't be holding my breath.
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***The powers that be would seem to be very emboldened.*** Public compliance, gullibility and naivete have a lot to do with this, as seen

during the COVID lockdowns and ever since. We must @nd ways to break through the collective denial. We must ask people: Sin is as old

as Adam and Eve, true? And whoever would have thought that the WWII Concentration Camps would have happened? Yet alas, they did. It

can be very dihcult for people to accept such deeply horrible realities without losing faith in life generally. So they clam up, protecting

themselves from the very thought of the horror stories. Hence the @nger pointing, the name calling, the rejection of fact itself.

How does one break through denial? Instead of words, articles, heady, thinking, do what the higher-ups do: Use the power of

gut-wrenching images, videos, slogans. Appeal to the gut, not the head. Videos, images will be the best of all. Be strategic about where

and when to do this. Reach out to others with outreach and inWuence, not to family members and friends. Think of retired doctors, school

parent-teacher associations, college newsletter editors, blogs. Use a VPN. Hooray for brave warriors for truth and freedom! God bless.
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That's so funny, I was thinking about that with the drama circles this morning. People get the belief, MSM reinforces it, and lists all

the reason it's true, and then you can't get it out of them. But technically, you can - with reason, right? Well, I just reasoned with my

friend that I am not vaxed - but the chain of how I got covid was twice removed from two vax'd pesons - - so how does that protect

her?  She kept saying, "I don't know, I'm just following my doctor's orders."  Does it go too deep? Even if I list the reasons to her, she

feels that she will die from a non'v'd person.
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Para$itic Predator$ emboldened and/or desperately doubling, tripling down on a bad bet. It seems very likely at this point the old

narrative about the standard regular vaccines people became used too was breaking down as more smelled a rat. They were

already facing more push back before this manufactured marketed plague. Even Legacy Media screwed up and were reporting

how break through infections of measles, whooping cough were not only occurring in the Vaxxed, but spreading version likely

evolving from those vaccines & from the vaxxed. Year after year we were getting this year's Wu shot is a bad match but get your Wu

shot it will protect you.

Yet many have found by not taking the Wu shot, they stop getting colds or Wu. The Jab/s are a pull out the stops, full speed ahead

for the real agenda, cure the disease of having to share anything with the Great Unwashed. Worldwide population reduction on a

massive scale. Who needs to keep pesky slaves in line when robots & tech can print out things from cars, houses & so on? The

Jab/s are the disease, the Jab/s are a Planned-Demic. To resist is to stop participating in a celebration of madness.
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There are many layers to the onion and gate keepers in all of them. "whoever would have thought that the WWII Concentration

Camps would have happened?" I don't and the facts prove so.
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Thank you all! I have to say this, important: It seems that "legal" (it's not) immunity is emboldening wrongful and even criminal

activity. The very notion of the "legality" of gag orders (no legal claims) must be argued down, in court. This is not constitutional

and Whoever said it was/is legal? And why do we abide by this "agreement" (it's not) as the law of the land? Are "agreements" a one

way street? Does the government read our mind, holding a crystal ball, and tell us what we agree to, thereafter holding us

accountable under the law for what THEY say are our (unconstitutionally vague, intangible) thoughts/agreements? Come on. Time

to wake up, and time to get into action! "Legal" immunity....for absolutely anybody...has to be thrown out as illegal, an

unconstitutional gag order and an invitation to abuse.
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John844 there are photos of people as thin as their skeletons, purely emaciated, eyes deeply suffering, in those camps .I have

watched video testimony of survivors. People have lost loved ones in their families to those camps. It's not a joke. God bless, and

be well.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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John844, are you serious? If you really believe that WWII concentration camps did not happen, then I don't mind saying that you are

the biggest sucker of all. And there is a sucker born every minute. I have gone and listened to speakers who actually were in

concentration camps. Are they lying? My jewish step uncle spent years in one, and the only reason he survived was because he

was incredibly athletic to begin with. And even then, he was one of the fortunate few to make it out alive. I don't think you really

believe what you say. Methinks you are just a needy person trying to get attention.
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John844
Joined On 6/5/2022 2:53:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From Anne Frank's BIC pen Diary before the ball point pen was invented, hiding jewels in body crevasses to being caught out and

claiming "It was real in my mind". ZB not being found in so called gas chambers, chimney towers being added on after the war.

Just look up the Transfer Agreement. Typhus and nourishment was due to supply chain being bombed deliberately by the globalist

banking "Allies". Just like the concentration camps in South Africa when gold was discovered. Sorry Lee but your uncle is a liar.

 Look up the Holocaust Deprogramming Course. Anyway I don't care for the welfare of anti Christ jews and their Talmud.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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San Diego Loses 22% Of Its Police Force Due To Vax Mandates

www.activistpost.com/2022/07/san-diego-loses-22-of-its-police-force-du..
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boldgandydancer
Joined On 2/16/2021 4:58:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who mandated the mandates? The persons involved need to be separated from the rest of us.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can't seem to @nd a legal authorization for mandates in California. In an hour we will be back on the streets of Northern California

with signs such as "Freedom to Choose", No Mandates, etc. I will ask those in our group for answers and for research. All I can say

is these are strange times we are living in. The Twilight Zone was a favorite program of mine but never did I think I would be living

in that zone but here I am. Growing up in the 40s and 50s was not always smooth sailing but nothing like the outrageous storms all

of us have to endure today. Whatever you do San Diego people, DO NOT COMPLY.
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete.Smith, Otis et al, people are starting to wake up. I talked today wtih someone who said that parents, kids are sick of the whole

ruse and the COVID illness is now mild. I have talked with others who said much the same thing. Clients, perfect strangers who

volunteered it. It's growing old, and people are starting to wake up. Good news!
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Joined On 11/9/2017 5:28:11 AM
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*** Durbin is sponsoring a bill to give regulatory oversight of all supplements in the US to the FDA. Let your senators and representative

know what a disaster that would be!
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Affecting them personally. That is the only time they will listen.
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DebbyW
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They want to make sure that all the people who survived without the jab because of their supplements and healthy eating have

reduced health and are like everybody else.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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There is no end to what IL Dem Sen Dyck Durbin promotes to compromise your access to natural supps. One can search [ANH USA

Durbin] and the results are endless. Here is one recent example. anh-usa.org/durbin-dont-take-our-sunshine-away  And 2A

supporters hate Durbin as well. www.americas1stfreedom.org/articles/2021/7/16/sen-durbin-blames-crime-..
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is the most dangerous Bill since the anti patriot act. Please act now and often to stop this! Or else we will need to get a

prescription for any vitamin or supplement!
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Katy69
Joined On 1/7/2013 12:54:02 PM
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”The moral of the story here is that there is a whole lot we do not know about this virus, these shots, and the interaction between them.

So, allowing the vaccine makers to reformulate the shots without clinical trials is a recipe for disaster.”. Indeed, and simply joining the

dots between that, the WHO’s take-over bid for one world government and Biden’s warning (aka announcement) that the next plandemic

will come very soon and the U.S. must start preparing for it (aka throwing vast amounts of public money and resources at a deliberately

released, lab engineered and no doubt gain of function enhanced “virus” followed by an even more life threatening “vaccine”). Some have

suggested the ebola virus which causes internal haemorrhaging and surprise, surprise has early symptoms similar to inWuenza. Nature
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suggested the ebola virus which causes internal haemorrhaging and surprise, surprise has early symptoms similar to inWuenza. Nature

can be immensely helpful when planning your next depopulation tactic.

www.businessinsider.com/biden-second-pandemic-funding-us-preparing-202..
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Let's play "whack-a-mole."
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So bringing out a whole new bunch of useless gene therapy jabs to kill the next batch of people. Just following the plan, nothing to

do with health.
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There are many people in the town crying wolf, but there are also many people there who think the wolf is imaginary and the people

crying wolf are neurotic. However, the wolf's mission is to divide the town's people and make them easy prey for the next attack.

http://shipoffools.org
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This is NO surprise because most everything they have told us about the vaccines is a lie. My husband went to the hospital with Covid,

NO Dr. ever called me to tell me what they were doing and using. Mind the fact that he had a bad Hemorrhagic stroke 14 yrs. ago and a

heart attack a yr. ago in Mar.. The heart Dr. put him on baby aspirin and eventually he was going backwards. { When one has been a

caregiver for that long, we see things the Dr.s miss}. I had weaned him off the baby aspirin and he quit going backwards. He was sent to a

nursing home and they never talked to me about what they were giving him until I asked.

They called his Gen .Dr. and he said to keep giving it to him. It seems these Dr.s don't know the difference between a blood clot stroke and

a hemorrhagic stroke. The pain from his stroke is horrible and nothing works and Big Pharma doesn't give a crap. Sorry but dying of a

heart attack has to be a better way to go that what he is dealing with now. I intend to get this @xed when we get President Trump back in

the White House. I am sick of all of these EVIL people that only care about the money for themselves.
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Don't wait for any politician and don't expect anything to get "@xed".
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I challenged the self-professed experts when they were about to approve so called "vaccine" for children on the public input to a public

debate with me. They all declined. The question they didn't want to hear regarding their pronouncement of "Safe and Effective" was "What

are the long-term results?" After that, it would be obvious to all that there aren't any, so it is an experiment and can't be deemed "Safe and

Effective.". Therefore, their claim of "Safe and Effective" is obviously fraudulent and criminal. But, since they also claim to know the

long-term results, I ask how? Are they psychic and can see into the future? Are they time travelers and came back to our times from far

into the future to report on long-term results? Clearly, it's a lie. RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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A few years ago FDA and Big Pharma agreed on "ENHANCED ENROLLMENT" program. participants who got sick or died could be

excluded from the results. Hmmm?
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Why is this not surprising?  (be afraid. very afraid)
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evaluation of effectiveness must rely on “measures other than actual health outcomes.” Local mechanic," evaluation of effectiveness

must rely on “measures other than whether the car will drive.” There was a day when anyone who said this would be given a padded

closet to live out the rest of their lives.
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People have choices (shades of gray - not always). You can have "reality googles" that are clean and in-focus, based on your common

sense, experiences, and research. Or you can have "pseudo reality googles" that lack clarity based on your indoctrination (I meant

education), corporate media, big pharma, big food, big agriculture, etc. Do you own reality check and walk down the aisles of a grocery

store. Then using the FDA Food Additive Status List  www.fda.gov/food/food-additives-petitions/food-additive-status-list#ft..  determine

what is "real food." Myself, I don't need the FDA to indoctrinate me as to what is "real food."  Question - do you trust your health and

well-being to the FDA? If so, why?
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No. That was blown out of the water for me back in '98. Monsanto, con ag, vaccines, "medicine," pills, Wu shots ... what an industry.

Keep 'em sick, make 'em sicker. It's really hard for me to buy food anymore.
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Got a new 'diet' during covid years. Reading health articles, myriad articles from myriad sources, often included are food label

ingredients. Have mentioned to several friends, saying they wish to lose weight, about Food Labels. Easiest diet on the planet,

understand & know what food labels mean. You won't buy most of what they are selling, more, you'll be tossing things already in

your pantry. You will consider, for a moment, 'Should this go to the public Food Pantry?'. No, you won't do that, because if it's toxic

to you, it's toxic to them. Also, mention to those friends.............TRE, with where to go for articles.

It's a start. In a fantasy world, it's easy to buy good food grown in good soil, no chemicals, or modern science applied to its biology.

Have always exercised. Now, with TRE, and efforts at 'honest' food, am at ideal weight, and have to make effort to NOT lose weight.

Daily vitamins/minerals taken. AKA, feels/seems like Eating Everything I Want. Over 60, zero meds. Live in physical relationship to

my historic home, and 5 acres, along with speed walking most days & picking up trash while I walk. Who knew, trash pick-up would

give you the best inner thigh muscles of your life !! Food Labels & TRE are a mini-ministry............
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This @rst broke earlier this week, why is it only being taken up now? FDA said that trials on C19 Vax will no longer be required moving

forward. Meaning Big Pharma can now release drugs and Vaccines moving forward without trials being conducted. What about the

recent approval given to vaccinate 18 mth old babies through to 5 years old. Yet they only tested the vax on 10 children in that age group.

How can vaccinating babies moving forward be the right thing to do? These have been the worse vaccines ever released on humans and

they wanted to block the release of P@zer drug records for a up to 70 years in the future. Once all persons who have had their trust

violated wake up to the fact that the jabs have been the worse possible kll shots used against mankind. Yet Govt who must have know,

encouraged businesses and corporations to make the vax jabs mandatory. Will they ever stand Trial for pre meditated murder? All C19

jabs should be immediate halted and withdrawn. No more trialing drugs on humans.
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Wow! No more trials - well, that's just a clean ticket to kill, isn't it? We've gone over the tipping point with this one. Their censorship

of injury and death is astounding.
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What parents would offer their babies up for a vaccine trial? Where do the babies come from? I know a 66 y.o. friend who got paid

$AU1,000 to be part of a trial for some kind of vaccine. I saw her about a year later, she had head tremor. I didn't say anything and

of course I can't be sure it was vaccine related.
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Let the FDA members be the very @rst to ever take the upcoming, untested Vax's, no placebo allowed, only the real thing, and at the

highest dose. Then let them approve the untested release! The FDA's approval of untested upcoming vax's for the people is

TREASON against the people, while we pay for it with our tax dollars! Unacceptable, and way beyond that.
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Gaming the system legal or ilegal? Is there proof? If money is a motive does that create legal rami@cations? Is the pope catholic?
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According to one of the Star Trek novels, they hadn't found a cure for the common cold even then, let alone a vaccine. Just sayin'.
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I haven’t noticed that the public is “deeply skeptical” of the shots. I just heard that Canadians are crossing the border into Point Roberts

by the drove, to get shot #4. Question the sanity of this and you get a blank stare or @lthy look.
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Is this all some horrible nightmare from which I will awaken? Because it's too scary to be real.
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Oh, it is all too real.
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Very impactful segment with Toby Rogers, the way he speaks out is very effective and spot on.
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Mercola, it's a good day to let you know how much I appreciate your work and wish you a wonderful new year! Elaine
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The 100% safeness of the vaccines is the fact that you can't legally @le a lawsuit against the vaccines or vaccine safety. Because of the

legalities were set, the safety is 100%. It is 100% safe for the vaccine companies. The 100% safe has nothing to do with the public or with

people. It is a de@nition. Anything that shows otherwise is rejected by law. The law says they are 100% safe. Same was true about the

medical experiments Germany did during World War 2. The new legal standards now allow the White House to do legal medical

experiments just like they did in World War 2 as the laws forbidding that have been removed by our White House. Our White House are the

most powerful people on Earth and any past laws do not apply to them.
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The incredible FDA! Cleaning up Washington, D.C. may be an impossible task. Track down where the money goes. Then bring them to trial

with appropriate charges in a court of law. Better still make sure they all get the injections they have approved! No system is going to

work that does not directly effect the people making the decisions. No one has mentioned in this article the effect mandated vaccines

will have on the defense of this country by our three branches of the military. If these new vaccines are as described, that is a critical

problem to defend this country against invasion.

The key word here is mandated vs voluntary. The authorization of a new draft? All of these people drafted will get mandated shots! I think

a way to bring the FDA to trial has to happen and soon. Otherwise this entire country is going down. Money only works if the money

involved is from a country that still has a valid way of guaranteeing value behind that money. So even if you make billions it is so much

toilet paper! Yet we appear to have a whole lot of people that think differently.
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Unbelievable!!!!!! I am so thankful for your timely shows on this issue. Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!
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You can only deal with a marked deck just so long until the jig is up ......
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Obviously the Federal Death Administration (FDA) doesn’t care what happens to people. I believe that soon people that have been harmed

by this poison will want revenge
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I joined the Control Group, which I learned about from Gemma Star in the comment section of Steve Kirsch’s newsletter:

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/carlos-santana-its-just-heat-exhaustion/com..  Why do we need a Control Group? The SARS-CoV-2 jabs

were rushed out under emergency use authorization, using novel technology without any long-term testing. The original control group for

this experimental treatment was unblinded only a couple of months into the trial and its participants offered the jab, which the vast

majority took. Therefore, there is no longer an ohcial control group. Science demands that every experimental treatment must have a

control group in order to properly evaluate its long-term success and ehcacy. If you're not jabbed, please consider joining:

https://vaxcontrolgroup.com/  The organization is tracking a control group of purebloods (not their term).

If you haven't been jabbed (the only "can't breach" joining requirement), you qualify EVEN if you've come down with Covid. Here's from the

Control Group's Mission statement: “To collect the long-term health data of the SARS-CoV-2 vaccine-free from every country, so we can

provide the missing control group to the SARS-CoV-2 vaccinated; thus enabling independent and transparent, comparative analysis of the

mass vaccination policy. And, to provide support to the SARS-CoV-2 vaccine-free community against discrimination and harms.” Please

check the FAQs for more details: www.vcgwiki.com/.../community
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Joined same last year.  :-)
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Beware of charlatans in white robes.
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And especially the black robes.
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So it is by blind faith alone that these vaccines are determined safe and not evidence. Taking the manufacturer’s word on it literally. As a

possible scenario if a dangerous substance was purposely put in the vaccine by a rogue scientist how would it be picked up under these

new rules? Vaccines if they had a good safety reputation beforehand would that not now be in jeopardy but surely reputation is not

considered a recognisable safety test? If it is then would they not fail the test based on historical performance?

But continuing the scenario this new vaccine rides on past vaccine reputation then if it is discovered that it is causing harm would not

powerful parties with vested interests then be required to mobilize their people and connections to silence the discovery creating greater

debate and distrust amongst medical and scienti@c professionals to comply or be ostracised. I would avoid causing such needless unrest

in our community by short sighted thinking. GP’s will have two great burdens (1) to their overlords and (2) the Hippocratic Oath and

proper informed consent leading to legal liability.

GP’s would become the @nal barrier of protection to the public provided they have the moral courage which must be as a cohesive body

independent of the medical board registration. A code they live by and will stick by en masse such that an attack on one is an attack on

all or deregistration of all. GP’s can take back their power this way. Self-preservation in the light of continuous and obvious stupidity is a

good reason to resist.
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My daughter, age 39, had to go to immediate care because she is allergic to the virus and the vaccine. She said she had all the injections

and she had worn the masks since her employer mandated those things.
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I'm sorry. Boy, I wonder what the future fallout will be (like with allergies to peanuts or what have you) ... How long ago was she

vax'd?
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If we recall some time in the 1960 - 1980 there was a stink about some of the food coloring / dyes for public consumption. The red /

orange speci@cally. It was banned many times. They would change it in some slight way & re-market it. it would be banned / recalled

again. This happened many times. It takes years, if not decades to ban or recall some of these compounds. Similar w/ Covid shots. Just

keep pumping the crap out, as they make big $$$ off their action w/ immunity on their side. Fen-Fen is similar, modify it a bit & re-market

it under a new name. Like H20 VS H30, modify one molecule and it drastically change the landscape.
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I remember this in the 90's version. Around the time of "Dead Doctors Don't Lie" - I listened to a lady talking about ADHD and Red

40, Blue 1, and Yellow 6 (or 8) and how they affect the brain and the gut.  I started shopping at stores that forbid arti@cial colors

and Wavors as well as hydrogenated oils. Ya still had to read labels, but it made shopping a lot easier. I'm in the south now and

doesn't make you crazy that you can't buy a jar of pickles without food coloring? Why in the world do we need food coloring on

everything? Jeesh!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/8/2022 4:43:44 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lovestosing6, if you have a Trader Joe's in your region, they have organic pickles with no additives for less than poison pickles

elsewhere. We drive hours to get to the one in our region
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1st child severely ADHD. Doc wanted him on Ritalin NOW. Found Feingold's book and got him off all colors and Wavors All gone.

That was 38 years ago and my epiphany. Poison the people and with food then treat the symptoms with drugs. Looks like it's been

quite successful judging by the nighttime population at Walmart.
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brian and Lovesto, I too have been disgusted at the pickle selections, even "organic," as a lot of them also have "natural Wavors."

Why do they need to add "natural Wavors" to pickles??? Pickles are already Wavorful. I started making my own pickles with an

extremely EASY recipe. This recipe, however, is not for long term, canning, storage; it stays in the fridge. I eat pickles so much that

they do not even last long enough to justify the canning version. Here is the link to the recipe I use as a template:

www.gimmesomeoven.com/easy-refrigerator-pickles-recipe/#tasty-recipes-..   Of course you can add or remove any of the herbs

or spices you do not like and make sure you use organic pickling, english or persian cucumbers. And just use regular white vinegar

instead of rice vinegar. I have also used this recipe with other veggies and they turned out great. So, no more driving long

distances for good pickles!! Enjoy!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Thank you Shannon. Of course we buy a LOT more than pickles on our trip and we eat 100% organic. It amazes me how Trader

Joe's continues to hold their prices steady compared to other grocery stores.
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only dye that saving people is Methylene Blue......Period
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not just soft kill eugenics injections: United Nations Admits World Hunger Is Necessary To Implement The Great Reset’ (2008) July 7,

2022 The United Nations was caught quietly scrubbing an article in which they admitted world hunger was a necessary evil in

implementing the WEF’s Great Reset’ agenda. It’s 2008 op-ed, “The Bene@ts of World Hunger”, was quickly deleted hours after the article

was discovered by internet sleuths this week. “For those of us at the high end of the social ladder, ending hunger globally would be a

disaster. If there were no hunger in the world, who would plow the @elds? Who would harvest our vegetables? Who would work in the

rendering plants?

Who would clean our toilets? We would have to produce our own food and clean our own toilets. No wonder people at the high end are

not rushing to solve the hunger problem. For many of us, hunger is not a problem, but an asset.” There you have it, the simple logic: the

global power structure must actually be pleased to see the emergence of food shortages as a result of a suspicious spate of food

distribution plant disasters, “green” initiatives, regional conWict, supply chain breakdowns, and rampant inWation.

newspunch.com/united-nations-admits-world-hunger-is-necessary-to-imple..
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AaronF
Joined On 11/27/2007 11:13:05 AM
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Robert, how do your comments about "soft kill eugenics" and hunger pertain to this article about vaccines??
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AaronF This is how troll, “ At best, they don’t care how many people, including children, suffer and die. At worst, the intention is to

dramatically reduce the population through adverse effects on fertility, reduction of life span and near-term death.” Mercola
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was thinking about the Guidestones being blown up and had this fuzzy thought cloud of wondering if it was possible that now

that they are doing their agenda, they quietly want them gone - and are making it look like someone else did it.
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"AaronF This is how troll,..." Good call "Kat", you have helped to con@rm my recent suspicions.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Aaron, because the vaccine is the perfect soft kill eugenic.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks troll @ghters... for the really big Doktor Seltsame Liebe [Doctor Strangelove] et al picture go to this site/links/archives to

understand the "why now physics" as well. electroverse.net/queensland-crops-wiped-out-by-record-breaking-cold-he..  | space |

electroverse.net/senior-uk-banker-quits-after-nut-job-climate-speech-b..  Rolf was an inspired friend too - explains much. Cheers.

ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca/ice_age_1/Exraordinary_Evidence_in_Plasma_Astroph..
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Robert; but I already know (and understand) the game, as well as anyone could. I offer you the transcript from one of the

WHO's 'virtual' meetings. What's coming - soon, couldn't be more clear to me. --

www.who.int/publications/m/item/covid-19-virtual-press-conference-tran..  -- actually; that's an earlier one and there are more.

These PDF's aren't easy to @nd! -- www.who.int/publications/m/item/covid-19---other-global-health-issues-..  -- I can't @nd the

transcript from July 6; but here's the virtual meeting: live.childrenshealthdefense.org/who-virtual-press-conference-covid-19-..  --

The fear mongering is unprecedented! Here's more info:

newsrnd.com/news/2022-07-06-monkey-pox--meeting-of-the-who-emergency-c..
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Tracy; I've entertained the same thoughts.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not so quick there FastRandy, "but I already know (and understand) the game, as well as anyone could."... spoken like a true pup.

Trying to obviously side rail the point of the post leaves me highly suspecting of your motives. Until you "know" (understand) the

reasoning/motive for the "why now"... like in "right here, right now" to quote the Grumpy Grinch you are not even at the half way

point of "knowing" "understanding" the bigger picture. Sorry to be so blunt Amigo, but: Trolls to the left, trolls to the right.

https://electroverse.net/

queensland-crops-wiped-out-by-record-breaking-cold-heavy-snow-hits-argentina-strongest-nlc-activity-in-decades/  | space |

https://electroverse.net/

senior-uk-banker-quits-after-nut-job-climate-speech-bene@ts-of-world-hunger-extreme-wintry-weather-sweeps-nz/  < [these links

are unbroken in my previous post so go there if you like] Rolf was an inspired friend too - like Cap at: https://electroverse.net/  he

explains much. Cheers. ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca/ice_age_1/Exraordinary_Evidence_in_Plasma_Astroph..
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I double dare anyone seeing the value of this "why now" information to like these post to the top of the comments... it's a subject

that makes up a major component of the globalist/rancher's motives who have major think-tanks and

astro/geological/geophysical societies providing them with this sequestered information with updates in real-time that is being

suppressed and protected by the "Big Lie" machine. Maybe Dr. Mercola will read it as well. Cheers.
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shbaker1
Joined On 10/19/2012 6:19:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There was mention of Steve Kirsh and then the podcast ended. I would like to hear what he had to say. Is there a way to hear that?
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My 21 year old son is required to get a Covid shot before starting his new job. I'm absolutely livid that such a requirement is legal

considering that the plandemic is over and this so called vaccine is absolutely worthless against the current mutations, in addition to the

high number of deaths and severe side effects, especially in healthy young men. Is there anything he can take to reduce the risk? My son

really wants this job and I can't stop him.
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dad5
Joined On 4/13/2007 2:24:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sesame Street characters are red because of Myocarditis? www.youtube.com/watch
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Way to advertise to the people the very least at risk of anything. OMG! Ya, why the red?!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sesame Street's Elmo was used to indoctrinate the young parents & the children. Elmo is red in color & guessing the Jab/s

reference for red coloring is referring to Blood Clots, Myocarditis.
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

dad5- Poor Elmo. Look what happened to him after he got vaxxed. R.I.P. ELMO - You will be missed.

babylonbee.com/news/elmo-dies-of-myocarditis-after-receiving-covid-vac..
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Jen47
Joined On 5/9/2007 4:37:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SO??? WHEN will 'common sense' reign or (fair play/letting both sides speak) or even TRUTH?? REIGN???? WHEN WILL FAKEBOOK AND

'OTHER WANNABEES ALLOW THAT THEY HAVE BEEN LYING ALL ALONG??? W.H.E.N.  (WHEN)....WHEN WILL TRUTH REIGN???  LET ALL

THE SIDES SPEAK OK???? STOP SILENCING ALL BUT YOUR/DEMOCRAP/LEFTIST SIDE??  LET THERE BE TWO SIDES TO EVERY

QUESTION....OK??
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traacbabe
Joined On 12/6/2008 9:12:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim, Hi, I agree with most of what you say; however, working from home has been the best thing for my family. We do NOT have stale,

old, uncirculated air in our home. Businesses and ohce buildings have the recirculated air in the HVAC more than any home with fresh

outdoor air pouring in, lol! Working from home bene@ts FAR exceed traveling to work, gassing up a car, tolls (in our case), time spent

ironing clothes for work, worrying about the safety in traveling the toll roads, etc. Now, we can go to work at 4 am in our media room in

our slippers without even using the car if we so desire. It's a WIN-WIN for the company as well as the employee. Peace.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SARS CoV-2 wasn't isolated from a single human. The human's lung lavage it was alleged to be isolated from failed to grow in human

cells, so it was grown in vero, then for no explicable reason grown again in vero e6 cells. The vero e6 cells have been used in gain of

function research for at least 4 decades, having originated in Fort Detrick.  The genomic sequence for SARS CoV-2 wasn't even what

came out of the human/vero e6 resulting chimera, it was that plus a host of pieces of virus pieced together from genbank, with the

circular reasoning of attempting to conceal the dangerous epitopes they wanted in to inject people with inside a mad compiled matrix

that suggested it came from a horseshoe bat. This was done to provide plausible deniability for inoculating the world at large with a

deadly bioweapon. That is my opinion and no one has debunked it.
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garyha_
Joined On 3/18/2022 3:40:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PZP & Gonacon plus ... Watch from 10 to 13 and anyone can get the idea, summing up the elite view. Amazon's 2020 Utopia remake:

www.bitchute.com/.../N4kBJLjiBUjh  8/8
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GoldCoaster
Joined On 4/20/2009 11:20:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So Biden is knowingly going along with the extermination? And Trump publicly has said at his rallies, go get the shot, which many booed

at. He smiled and shrugged his shoulders in response. We've got the Supreme Court overturning Roe versus Wade. which will increase

the human population, versus the global economic forum elites wanting humans injured, disabled, sterile, and killed off. Someone needs

to write the book, The Real Bill Gates and the Real WHO.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Search for images of Biden with KLaus Schwab, avoid google search tho. I have a collection I wish I could post here!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good idea, and well said! Thank you GoldCoaster! Dr Mercola, will you team up with RFK and others to write the book? This could

be important, and might even save society. And please write in a request for readers to circulate it to school parent teacher

associations. Thankyou for considering this, Dr Mercola!
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Court played that one well after the usefulness of aborted Wesh created& committed by the corrupt will&power of men was no

longer needed for their 'research':& it's no strike for 'life' as all that's required to continue fornicating& killing the fruit at will is

driving to another State. Every jurist on that court is craft-connected: initiated, tagged & sorted as useful & no threat to the

antichrist agenda, just like those selected for the deceived to vote on as tho that held any real meaning& it weren't purposely

manipulated to 2 safe antichrist choices from the get-go.

- Meanwhile, a bone was thrown, same week, to the gun's right folks to keep the division & false hopes alive: for it doesn't matter

how many guns freedom @ghters have when sold out cronies to power have both openly carried weapons AND access to

ammunition. No supply chain access w/ all controlled & manipulated...& seeing to it that many are exterminated along the way to

that purposely messy, manipulated end.

Keep the vain idolatrous hope alive & distract from the only real hope that could see a stay to this consequential judgment which

the deceiving & being deceived, the evil men & seducers waxing worse& worse, & the craft sorcerer builders who've rejected the

chief cornerstone think they're in control of as they keep ful@lling the preserved words of God to a 't' & on the wrong side, 'creating'

& discovering nothing really new under the sun, deceiving their own selves & receiving the inheritance of the spiritual master &

father of lies they serve in the end without repenting to an unmerited share in the inheritance of the Son.

Found spiritual bastards& not sons in the end. - As for the Georgia Guidestones, they played their part signaling to the arrogant

cronies that the agenda was moving forward,& now that the digital generations& control are in place, they'll be forgotten &/or

relegated to the stuff of myth & conspiracy theory within 10 years if the Lord allows it to go on that long.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where did you read the supreme court banned abortions? The supreme court gave that responsibility to the states, where it is

supposed to be. The Supreme Court is supposed to uphold the law and the constitution. There is nothing in the constitution that

mentions, much less supports, abortion. Congress can amend the constitution. You can write your congressman. Tell he/she that

you will vote for someone else if they don't support your ideologies. That's how the system is supposed to work.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yes, Jesus is King. No doubt about it. BUT that does not absolve me from getting off my dimpled derriere and doing something

about the evil in the world. Shame on me if I don't!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

oih sure......sound good........But , Meantime 5G towers are popping up all over earth...ready to FRY billions in the blink of the eye
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GoldCoaster
Joined On 4/20/2009 11:20:19 AM
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jamNjim, I have done a correction edit to technically describe the supreme court's role in the abortion ban. My point was, the

opposing agenders ..victory for the pro lifers, versus the global elite, pushing dangerous vaccines to depopulate.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know the answer and historical realities, but just when will just ONE person be held to a semblance of accountability for orchestrating all

that has happened since the whu-Wu lab release in China? Not ONE person or entity in the 2.7 years has remotely been held accountable.

Not ONE. Its not like we all do not know who these individuals and entities are either and yet on and on it goes with overt devastation to

humanity everywhere you look. Today this article tomorrow another and no one is the least bit worried and continuing to get away with it

all day after day, month after month and year after year. Just sayin
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If one of them his held accountable, then the whole line of dominoes falls. They can't have that. They'd probably kill that person

before it got that far. Or suicide him/her.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are probably right DebbyW. See you here tomorrow with the next article and information telling us what is being done in an

overt criminal fashion to humanity. Round and round we go...
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And the deceiving& being deceived continue their manipulations for power. While we're supposed to trust either fake 'side' set up before

us of those enlightened by the truth-detached,1st self-corrupted proud,ambitious creature who gave in to his pride& deceived his own

self. Like you could trust any of them,& as tho all of this were not planned& contrived in advance to a certain end. Vainly, as it's all

foretold& written for any seeking out the true& authoritative,quickening& pure light of the word of God amongst the forest of corrupted

pretenders& distractions known by their common ground unity in lies.

Falling back to arbitrary despotic pagan craft& order to a vain hope& salvation, as well as to their own destruction,& pretending it to be

'progress',playing their semantic,sophist games of philosophy& traditions rooted solely in the rudiments of the world& non-transcendent:

post-modernism. Worshipping& serving the creature more than the Creator who is forever blessed, outside of,& transcendent to, this

fallen& passing creation.

People need to repent to get their relationship w/ the true& living, eternal God: creator, savior& king/judge right by anchoring faith to the

gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures while they can,because what the builders who've rejected the chief

cornerstone w/truth are building,& the spirit& corrupted ,unholy,lying light which they serve,will fail,& face judgment by the incorruptible in

the end.

Every soul is responsible before God,& truth IS the great I AM of the Godhead, holy, holy, holy:Jesus who is the way, the truth& the life.

Je-ho-vah. Every clever& cunning Luciferian counterfeit& that @nal coming,are unable to stand in that light;&none other name or power

can quicken souls to eternal spiritual life by the good seed of the word of God. Faith cometh of hearing, hearing of the word of God. John

1,3&8..the parables of the sower, the mystery concealed in the Old Testament revealed in the New; 1 Peter 1, etc KJB.
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traacbabe
Joined On 12/6/2008 9:12:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen and amen, fundamentalassumptions! Thank you!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/8/2022 12:09:11 PM

% Like  & Dislike

 

chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just adore you. Thank you!..... Jesus is KING...there is no fear where faith is present.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/8/2022 12:58:32 PM

% Like  & Dislike

 

mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think I'm a gonna throw up...... Man INVENTED All religions......yawn....Oh yes.. Je$u$ Save$ your cash in his pockets...scam

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/8/2022 10:14:49 PM

% Like  & Dislike

 

Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.bitchute.com/.../9LKv7QdHGcFJ  I’ve been sounding the alarm about Pharmakeia for several years, even before these Mrna

abominations were being injected. The very de@nition of the word means: To poison with drugs, sorcery, witchcraft. The Bible uses this

term 3 times in the New Testament, and the glaring one that I believe refers to these vaccines can be found in Revelation 18 and the light

of a candle shall shine no more at all in thee; and the voice of the bridegroom and of the bride shall be heard no more at all in thee: for thy

merchants were the great men of the earth; for by thy sorceries (G5331-Pharmakeia) were all nations deceived. Revelation 18:23 Any God

fearing person already knows to NEVER put these abominations inside of your body (Temple of Holy Spirit), lest you want to bring about

your own destruction.  Everyone who has already made that mistake, better get on their knees and repent before it’s too late!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/8/2022 1:30:07 PM

% Like  & Dislike

 

mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yep... BBB...Big Business , Big Lie and Big Money... and you thought it was the Better Business Bureau ..... why wait for republicans get in

ohce.......get the Ropes out....NOW!!!!!!!!!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/8/2022 10:06:28 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen Bro...............

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/8/2022 12:54:17 PM

% Like  & Dislike

 

CarolyneMas
Joined On 3/22/2021 1:47:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shouldn’t the article read that it was authorized by the FDA and not actually approved? Toby Rogers makes this mistake, as well.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/8/2022 1:45:36 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are all being controlled and manipulated by a Criminal Cartel!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/8/2022 8:17:50 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

har2631
Joined On 10/30/2013 11:20:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I asked yesterday, but forgot to look back. I have not seen comments from "Gui" (spelling)?  Was he banned or is out of commission. ?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/8/2022 8:38:15 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui periodically drops out to spend time with family and other concerns. He has the Mercola "savvy user" badge, so unlikely to be

banned.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/8/2022 8:45:24 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been wondering where Gui is too.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/8/2022 8:55:15 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

magickey
Joined On 1/18/2019 10:06:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there truth in this? www.naturalnews.com/2022-07-06-deadliest-brain-disease-side-effect-cov..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/8/2022 11:01:12 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no such thing as germ infection because "germs" do not exist. There are microbes, there are bacteria, but infectious "germs"

(viruses) do not exist. NOT EVEN ONE "VIRUS" has ever been puri@ed, isolated or otherwise shown to exist by any lab anywhere in the

world. Louis Pasteur, on his death bed, admitted he was a fraud, saying, quote" "The germ is nothing. Terrain is everything". So-called

"viruses" only exist as a set of symptoms INSIDE the body and nowhere else. They are created as repair proteins against something that

is not right in the body, like an acidic pH. The most likely cause of Covid is 4G and 5G radiation. Wuhan installed 30,000 transmitters and

what happened?

Covid-19 appeared. The state of California went full-blown and THE SAME THING happened. It became a Covid hotspot. The subject of

viruses is a huge can of worms, poorly understood and there are even MDs who don't know what's really going on. I am not an expert, but

I read news stories almost all day long and have been doing so for 4 years, ever since I retired. One more thing: The best way to be truly

healthy is eat what God gives us in Nature. Man's chemical-laden, poisonous garbage, so-called "food" kills you slowly. Weston A Price

discovered that indigenous peoples around the world had ZERO chhronic disease until they were inrtroduced to re@ned Wour and sugar.

My 3 best sources of reliable information: 1- Mercola dot com 2- DrRobertYoung dot com 3- WestonAPrice dot org

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/8/2022 5:25:47 AM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, you're right about one thing. Viruses are not germs. A germ is a living thing like bacteria. Viruses are not living things. They

do not survive outside a cell. Most viruses are RNA. Yes, they have been isolated. You can even go online and buy isolated Viruses

for research.Go to www.@shersci.com and search for catalog # 22-158-376 and 22-158-375. There are hundreds more to choose

from.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/8/2022 6:55:35 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's my take on the subject: Viruses do exist; but they are absolutely no threat to us, as long as we have a functioning immune

system. Covid is no exception! The nanobot shots are designed to destroy the immune system. Of course people are getting sick

after taking the shot! We have millions of viruses in our bodies and there is a symbiotic relationship that goes on. The only real

threat here; are the globalists pushing this psyops on humanity! -- P.S. Dr. Zach Bush, is the world's leading authority on viruses. --

www.cancerschmancer.org/articles/zach-bush-covid-19-glyphosate-and-nat..  -- zachbushmd.com/coronavirus-statement

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/8/2022 8:24:08 AM
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Viruses are the result of illness, NOT the cause. They are solvents, a 'clean up' crew as we routinely detox. If we have a stress free

and mostly chemical free environment.. (to the best of our ability..)We rarely get sick with detox symptoms if ever...but there are

thousands of viruses inside of us, doing their job, 24/7, 365. Without them, we would die. Radiation poisoning will quickly escalate

cellular turnover and symptoms they can label something scary and contagious. The Rockefellers had to invent the contagion myth

for pro@t and fear mongering many decades ago. You're spot on!..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/8/2022 1:08:43 PM
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